5 Things Every Working
Mom Can Do Today to
Adjust to The” New Normal”
“Fear Not” – Iyanla Vanzant

TAP INTO YOUR AUTHENTIC FEELINGS
How are you really feeling? Do you find yourself feeling overly optimistic or overly
pessimistic? Is it sometimes hard for you to get out of bed and start your day?
It is really important that in times of uncertainty, trauma or transition that we
become fully aware of how we are feeling. It is perfectly ok to NOT be ok. Often
times we get caught up trying to feel and act the way we think people expect us to
feel and act. Remember that you thoughts and feelings are personal and you do
not owe ANYONE an explanation for your personal feelings.

REVERSE ENGINEER YOUR THINKING
As high achievers we are all accustomed to following a routine and a schedule.
We are use to running nonstop and being inundated with invitations and request
to be all things to ALL people. Now is the time to start maximizing the time that
you dreamed of when you were overbooked and overwhelmed with LIFE! Here is a
suggestion, identify the times in your day that were committed to things that are
temporarily canceled (ie: commuting, lunch meetings, etc) and restructure that
time.
Sure, the zoom calls are mounting and the expectations are arguably growing,
however if this new normal is going to work we have to set firm boundaries. Take
a look at old calendars and see how much time you actually spent on activities that
are canceled. Once you have identified those time slots, now fill those slots with
intentional activities that are valuable for you and your family. No need to be over
zealous trying to fill every slot, simply start with one or two activities and put them
into rotation.

ALLOW YOURSELF TIME TO GRIEVE
Moment of transparency…this “New Normal” is NOT easy and is very
uncomfortable for all of us. However, trying to pretend that it does not exist is a
#factmission! While I am an advocate of positive thinking, I am also an advocate
for keeping things REAL! The truth of the matter is that we are all missing aspects
of “Pre” Covid lives. The more important truth is that some things may never be
the same…and that is very sad! While none of us want to operate in sadness, we
have to be honest with ourselves and take the time to sit in the sadness or
discomfort that we sometimes experience. Do yourself a favor and be okay with
grieving.

Lastly, acknowledge that somethings will not have closure and

everything will not have an explanation.

CREATE YOUR SUCCESS PATH
There will never be a better time than now to create your own success path! Everything is changing and that
is the perfect opportunity for you create the changes that you need to benefit your lifestyle. According to
Tony Robbins “The path to success is to take massive determined action”. What action will you take to
embrace success in these unprecedented times?

Taking determined action starts with confidence and

courage. Now is the time to identify how you can find your inner confidence and commit to your personal
success. Identify how you define success, list how success feels, celebrate your wins, learn from your
mistakes along the way and take ACTION!

TAP INTO RESOURCES AND SUPPORT
This journey is not meant to be traveled alone! Acknowledging that your need support is the first step to
finding personal fulfillment. Support looks different for everyone, however, everyone at some point needs
just a “little” help. From friends, family, and colleagues we all need some encouragement and inspiration.
More importantly we have to learn to tap into our self-awareness to truly acknowledge who we are, what
we value and how we will experience our best life!

If you are overwhelmed by this “new normal” and need support and an opportunity to explore personal
fulfillment, we would love to chat with you. We understand that trying to navigate a career and a family
while in the middle of a global pandemic is beyond overwhelming. Our coaching programs and concierge
services may be the solution you need to finally start creating a life that you love.

Contact us today to set up a FREE consultation.
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